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Executive summary
The aim of the Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project (CWMPP) is to assess how
commemorations are best supported, initiated and organized, as well as the outcome and
impact from the commemorative experience. The purpose of the project is to contribute to
identifying what support, resources and services are required for a larger commemoration
initiative across North America in 2017. This report outlines the lessons learned, successes and
challenges, and provides recommendations for a broader North American approach.
The idea for creating a North America version of the UK Living Memory Project came from a
Summer 2016 meeting involving the three partners: the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission, Royal Roads University and Valour Canada. With the signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding, each organization provided funding toward this pilot project.
From a pool of twelve potential sites, six agreed to take part in CWMPP (one American and five
Canadian):


Union Cemetery, Calgary, AB







Brookside Cemetery, Winnipeg, MB
Beechwood Cemetery, Ottawa, ON
Prospect Cemetery, Toronto, ON
Fernhill Cemetery, Saint John, NB
Grand Army of the Republic Cemetery, Miami, OK (USA)

Potential sites chose not to participate in the project for a variety of reasons including:
workload (Victoria, Montreal and Vancouver); new site management (Charlottetown); scale of
site and commemoration overload (Glanford) and; clarity as to what organization was
responsible for initiating and coordinating an event (Montgomery).
Approximately 720 individuals took part in CWMPP events in Calgary, Ottawa, Toronto, Saint
John and Miami, OK. The success of the individual site commemorations was due to the
commitment of the site managers. The five reporting sites are planning legacy events in 2017.
While agreeing to participate in the project, Winnipeg did not provide a project report.
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Summary of project challenges:


Lack of time. Sites had approximately 6 weeks to organize their commemoration event.



Some sites did not feel they had the expertise or resources to organize a
commemorative event.



Difficulty, in some cases, connecting with site managers due to their workload.



The media release was too late to be useful to most sites.

Summary of recommendations for moving forward:


Approach potential CWMPP sites a minimum of four months prior to the
commemoration event to propose project and secure participation.



Sites need three months for adequate planning. This is especially important for
communication with schools and community groups.



Provide more specific and detailed information on the specifics of organizing a
commemoration.



For communities without a champion at the municipal or site level, identify an individual
or organization to lead a CWMPP project.



Provide an honorarium to sites or organizations as an incentive.



Determine the nature of commemorations that are already occurring through a survey
of potential CWMPP sites.



Encourage site managers to be more engaged with the webpage.



Include information on approaches to commemoration on the webpage.



Prepare several step-by-step commemoration plans for sites that do not have
experience with commemorations.



Provide a complete media release to site managers (without changes) three weeks prior
to their event.
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Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project North America:
Project Overview
With the passing of the veteran generation and with the 100 th anniversary of the First World
War, war remembrance and commemoration are at a crossroads: how do we maintain and, in
some cases rekindle, commemorating the war dead? There are several responses to this
question by agencies involved in coordinating and managing commemorations to mark
particular sites of memory, anniversaries of battles, and others days of remembrance. Our
focus with this pilot project is to raise awareness by way of commemorative activities focusing
on the Commonwealth war dead buried in North America.
The partners involved in this project were the Commonwealth War Graves Commission, Royal
Roads University and Valour Canada. Representatives came together in the Summer 2016 to
discuss the possibility of launching a North American version of the successful Living Memory
Project UK. A pilot was agreed upon, with each organization contributing toward the initiative.
The partnership illustrates the evolving nature of commemoration in the 21 st century: with the
passing of the veterans’ generation, profiling the work of the Commission and drawing people
to its cemeteries is required; Valour Canada, an agency mandated to promote Canada’s military
heritage is exploring ways to engage the public, and; Royal Roads University, with a research
specialization in war heritage and a strong focus on distance learning and applied research, was
intrigued to explore the concepts of ‘teaching remembrance’ coupled with the sense of place
associated with visiting sites of memory. Together, the pilot represented an opportunity to
collaborate and learn about ways to engage new generations with this important legacy.
The aim of the Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project (CWMPP) is to assess how
commemorations are best supported, initiated and organized, as well as to consider the
outcome and impact from the commemorative experience. The purpose of the project is to
contribute to identifying what support, resources and services are required for a larger
commemoration initiative across North America in 2017. This report outlines the lessons
learned, successes and challenges, and make recommendations for a broader North American
approach.
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The specific goals of the pilot project are to better understand:


The ways in which organizations/communities can be engaged and then supported to
manage commemorations;



The barriers/obstacles to initiating a local project;



What support and resources are necessary at the local level for promotion, coordination
and support in order to develop a tradition of commemoration with groups and
communities that do not typically engage in war remembrance, and;



The way in which a North American project is best managed / structured

Data collection for this report employed a multi-method approach


Tracking individual projects by way of posting and updating the planning template on
the website by site managers,



phone check ins by the Project Manager with site managers



Post-commemoration interviews with site managers.

Receiving feedback from participants would validate the observations of the site managers. An
online survey was circulated to assess the impact of the commemorations but there were
challenges in terms of accessing by way of email.
Whereas there was enough information to ascertain the effectiveness of the planning and
delivery along with general observations of the commemoration in terms of attendance and
engagement, there was little direct feedback from the participants themselves. We can
conclude that the outcome of the project was involvement of over 700 people in acts of
remembrance at war graves sites and site managers offered a number of anecdotes that spoke
to the impact of the service on individuals. This personal impact is typically hard information to
collect given the personal nature of the experience.
For the future, a larger project sample along with notifying participants about the survey in
advance would lead to more feedback from participants. Nevertheless, there was enough
information overall to indicate that the impact has the potential to lead to a change in
Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project – North America
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behavior, exemplified by promises to visit the war grave sites again and an interest by local site
managers to organize an event next year.
The report is organized in chronological sequence from initial approach, to planning and then to
the actual delivery of the commemoration. Key learnings and recommendations are found at
the end of each section with a complete list in Appendix 1.
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Organization of the Pilot and Participant Selection

Twelve cemetery sites were initially approached by David Kettle to participate in CWMPP:







Ross Bay, Victoria, BC
Mountain View, Vancouver, BC
Union, Calgary, AB
Brookside, Winnipeg, MB
Beechwood, Ottawa, ON
Prospect, Toronto, ON








St. Paul’s Mount Hope, Glanford, ON
Mont Royal, Montreal, PQ
Fernhill, Saint John, NB
Sherwood, Charlottetown, PEI
Grand Army of the Republic, Miami, OK (USA)
Oakwood, Montgomery, AL (USA)

Geoffrey Bird and Karen Charlebois immediately followed up by contacting each site
representative on September 26 -28, 2016 to explain the purpose and aim of CWMPP and next
steps. The following week, on October 6 th, an online group meeting was held (via
BlueJeans.com) to introduce the project webpage, the planning template (Appendix 2) and to
answer questions. For those site managers who were unable to attend, a follow-up was made
by telephone. We suggested Remembrance Day or that week as the target date for delivery.
Six sites agreed to participate in the project:







Union, Calgary, AB
Brookside, Winnipeg, MB
Beechwood, Ottawa, ON
Prospect, Toronto, ON
Fernhill, Saint John, NB
Grand Army of the Republic, Miami, OK (USA)

The reasons given by site managers for not participating in CWMPP included workload (Victoria,
Montreal and Vancouver), unfamiliarity with the site due to recent new ownership
(Charlottetown), small size and commemoration overload (Glanford) and confusion over site
commemoration responsibilities (Montgomery).
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Key Learnings with regard to Recruitment
The key learnings are:



Timing of recruitment was a drawback as communities had roughly six weeks before
Remembrance Day.
Whereas municipal representatives who approve such initiatives were supportive of the
concept, several did not see themselves as engaged in championing or organizing an
event. Victoria, Vancouver, and Montreal fall into the category.



Winnipeg was also keen on the project but did not have the capacity to fully engage in
the project.



Some communities have both a stronger culture of commemoration and the capacity to
take it on, as exemplified by Ottawa, Miami, Oklahoma and Toronto. Therefore, adding
an additional activity was fairly straightforward. Our contacts in Sherwood and Glanford
did not have capacity.



There was confusion at the Montgomery Alabama site that took several weeks to clarify:
o Traditionally it has been British officers stationed at Maxwell Airforce Base who
organize a Remembrance Day commemoration event for Second World War
Commonwealth pilots at Oakwood Cemetery Annexe. Despite repeated
attempts, Karen was unable to contact the new Senior British Officer at Maxwell.
o The Oakwood Cemetery Annexe, where the Commonwealth war graves are
located, is maintained by a company in Birmingham. This is different than the
Oakwood Cemetery that is the jurisdiction of the City of Montgomery. There are
no Commonwealth war graves in Oakwood Cemetery.

Recommendations for Recruitment


Start approaching potential ‘champion organizations’ a minimum of four months before
the estimated commemoration delivery date.



Provide detailed information on the specifics of organizing a commemoration (obtaining
approvals, contacting community groups and media, and guidelines for certain activities
such as grave marker cleaning).
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For communities without a champion at the municipal level, the future project should
identify an individual or organization to lead the local project. Incentive could come in
the form of a one-time honorarium or donation to the local organization.



The future project should include a survey of all sites and the of commemoration events
and projects that are already occurring. This would help to target planning and
coordination efforts.

Pilot Project Moodle Webpage

The CWMPP Moodle webpage (hyperlink to Moodle page) is housed on Royal Road University’s
course management system known as Moodle. The webpage was used as a central hub for
training and communications among participants. The webpage was accessible to those invited
to participate and designed to provide both a planning path as well as to serve as a central
repository for all CWMPP planning documents, site logbooks, resources, and project news.
Additionally, it allowed the creation of group discussion as well as sharing and storing
commemoration photos.
Key Learnings with regard to the Webpage and its Intended Role


The website was a valuable point of reference both for the planning process as well as a
repository for assessment. The planning template was a useful piece for most
communities but only two specifically used it. Nevertheless, the site allowing us to get
some insight into the planning process.



The use of the site varied from person to person although in a short time-span of six
weeks it was hard to assess what would be a ‘normal’ level of use.

Recommendations for Future Webpage and Intended Role


Using a course management system such as Moodle is important to establish a hub for a
range of activities, discussion and as a repository for feedback, photos, news articles,
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etc. In addition, setting up learning modules regarding issues, trends and approaches to
commemorations would be feasible.


Future webpage design should focus more on the community level, creating more local
posting to the website. For example, discussion forums could be organized by
community, rather than continent-wide as they were in the pilot.

Figure 1: Screen Shot of Moodle Landing Page
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Planning Process
The planning process involved several steps:


Initial email request to participated from David Kettle (September 21, 2016)



Follow up phonecall by Geoff Bird and Karen Charlebois (September 26 -28, 2016)



Bluejeans online group meeting involving 4 of the 6 participants to introduce project,
website, planning template (October 6, 2016)



Second Bluejeans ‘check in’ session update (October 28, 2016)



Individual emails and phone calls to community representatives (continuous)



Media communications (release dates).

Karen regularly contacted site managers to ask if help was needed. Two pilot sites used the
planning document template (see Appendix 1) particularly at the start of the process. In
addition, three sites requested funding for support, ranging from $100 to $200.

The public relations / communications component involved providing a media release template
(see Appendix 2) that was drafted and then sent to RRU, CWGC and Valour Canada for
vetting/approval. Whereas Twitter hashtags were selected, the pilot was not in a position to
roll them out and maintain a presence in an appropriate manner. A social media strategy
would be something for the larger project to undertake.

Key Learnings with regard to the Planning Process
The planning process was an experiment on several levels, each is assessed below:
1. The comfort and use of an online resource by participants


The group was too small to provide a definitive response. All participants logged on to
the site and used the resources to varying degrees. Typical of online learning resources,
there is a period of getting comfortable with the site and there is often a high level of
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engagement. The Moodle site needs more of a community focus and made more
engaging with videos of commemorations, news articles, and community-based
discussion forums.

2. Encouraging community representatives to participate throughout the process


Regular posting were made to the site as a way to encourage participation. Given the
volunteer nature of project, we were trying to find the right expectation of engagement
as well as the priority elements. At a minimum, the main ‘events’ to participation:
introduction to the site and planning template; community planning and launching
community discussion forum; formative ‘check in’ assessment; media release; post
commemoration evaluation/reporting.



In between, the project manager can liaise on specific issues.

3. Identifying what tools and resources were of use to site managers


As mentioned previously, the planning template was posted by two participants, and
others may have downloaded it for use offline. Anecdotally, the template was a useful
tool.



The resources links were accessed, particularly the CWGC site and the Find War Dead
page.



More ‘turn key’ planning tools could be developed. For example, specific needs for
cleaning grave markers (permission, supplies, do’s and don’ts) would help drive local
projects.



The media release needs to be introduced at the beginning of the project. It also needs
reworking.



Creating online community discussion forums on the Moodle site would support
broader activity.

On the plus side, six new commemorative events did take place and the five reporting sites are
planning legacy events for 2017. There were two news articles written in Ottawa and Miami.
On the negative side, mention of the CWGC was limited. This is perhaps owing to the media
Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project – North America
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release template and that there was little emphasis placed on that element of the project by
either the agencies, project coordinators or the communities. This issue can certainly be
rectified.
Recommendations for Planning Process


Give site managers at least three months for planning. This is especially important for
communication with schools and community groups.



For sites that have little commemoration experience prepare several ‘turn-key’
commemoration plans (for example, cleaning grave markers and school visits).



A complete media release (no edits) needs to be in the hands of the site managers three
weeks prior to the scheduled event.
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Commemoration Events
This section provides an overview of each commemorative event that took place. The
information is based on feedback from the site manager. Additional photographs and video is
available for each of the events.
Union Cemetery, Calgary, AB
Union Cemetery’s CWMPP event was a Remembrance Day Ceremony organized with a local
Scout Canada group. It was held on November 11 th at 9 am. Joe Blunden, supervisor at Union
Cemetery, used the CWGC database to locate information on the First World War soldiers
buried in the Field of Honour. He produced 79 laminated cards with information about the
soldiers that was read out at the ceremony. The cards and Canadian flags were the placed
beside the grave makers by the Scouts. Because of concerns over weather and frozen ground
Joe crafted 79 small wooden stands that would hold a card and a Canadian flag. The event was
a success and there were approximately 70 – 80 people in attendance. Scouts Canada would
like to participate in a similar event next year.

“They were actually looking at the grave of an individual soldier and had a little story about
him…You could see the kids placing the flags and the cards, and taking a while to read the
head stone.” -- Joe Blunden
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Brookside Cemetery, Winnipeg, MB

Jane Saxby, Brookside Cemetery’s site manager, planned a special day of public
commemoration on Sunday November 6 th, including a Service of Remembrance and tours
highlighting the Field of Honour, the Teardrop and the Stone of Remembrance.
To date, a final report of the Brookside commemoration event has not been received.
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Beechwood Cemetery, Ottawa, ON
Beechwood Cemetery participation in CWMPP consisted of small groups of military personnel
and their families and friends cleaning the grave markers of the war dead, as well as eight
school class visits. Both initiatives were a success. Approximately 200 students attended the
tours in the week prior to Remembrance Day. The tours were offered in French and English.
Erika Wagner, CWMPP site manager, selected tour content that would engage the children and
spark discussion. One group of children sang Flanders Fields at the end of their tour.
“The way they talked about war, they referenced video games. I had a kid ask me, “Does it
end when the last person dies? Is that when it stops?” - Erika Wagner
“The kids asked a lot of questions. Many of the kids in the groups had relatives in the military
who had fought in the Afghan War…. One kid found his Grandpa. A couple of the kids took
their poppies off and put them in the ground beside the grave. I said that was a good idea,
that way the family will know we came by.” – Erika Wagner
The grave marker cleaning began as a small initiative and grew to approximately 300 people
participating. The feeling among the cleaners was this was a small way to give back to the war
dead for their sacrifice. The magazine Guard of Honour profiled (with photos) the grave marker
cleaning in the November 10, 2016 issue. Erika and her military contact, Julie Archambault, are
discussing an expanded plan for next year.

Source: Guard of Honour, November 10, 2016
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Prospect Cemetery, Toronto, ON
Prospect Cemetery’s commemoration event on November 13th consisted of a group of thirty
sea cadets and their instructors coming to the cemetery for a learning activity. After a brief
introduction to the cemetery and a lesson on the Battle of the Atlantic (given by the cadet
instructors) CWMPP site manager, Antonietta Sweeney talked to the cadets about the CWGC.
Each cadet was then given a cemetery map, a section lot number for a grave, a penny and a
flag. They were tasked to find the individual’s grave, record the information on the grave
marker and leave the penny and flag. After the activity, the group discussed the significance of
leaving a penny and they surveyed the Field of Honour for the flags.
“We had them look around and although, between them they probably placed about 40
flags, it seemed so sparse. So vast. We have over 5000 veterans buried there. It resonated
with them. Which was what we wanted. We had the conversation, remember, these are real
people. Many of them died at an age that was not much older than what you are right now.”
-- Antonietta Sweeney
The cadets conducted a Remembrance Day service to close the event. Antonietta Sweeney feels
the Prospect event was a success. This was partially due to the make-up of the attendees and
the history and teaching activity. In addition, it caught the attention of cemetery visitors.
“We had people from the public asking us what was going on. What is this? We explained
the education component and the details. People were overwhelmed and one woman just
burst into tears.” -- Antonietta Sweeney
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Fernhill Cemetery, Saint John, NB
The Fernhill commemoration event was held on November 9, 2016. It was organized by Doug
Orford, with assistance from local teacher, Brenda Phillips. The event included a dedication of
the new Cross of Sacrifice and presentation by Greg LaCroix, CWGC. Brenda Phillips arranged
for two of her students to present their research reports on Anna Stamers and George LawtonGibson, both buried in the Field of Honour. Approximately 85 people were in attendance,
including the public, invited guests, students and representatives from the Imperial Order
Daughters of the Empire (IODE). The IODE was specifically invited because their memorial
needed to be moved to accommodate the Cross of Sacrifice. Although detailed press releases
were sent to local media they did not attend the event due to the American election.
The event was successful and there are plans to have a similar event next year.
“I had every one of the IODE ladies come up to me and say that this is a wonderful project
and that the young people are remembering… The real point of the project is that these
people (soldiers) were our neighbours. When I give the kids the list of soldiers many of the
students choose to write about soldiers with the same last name or their Mother’s maiden
name. When they read in the file that this guy lived down the street, that’s quite powerful.”
– Brenda Phillips
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Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) Cemetery, Miami, OK (USA)
For the past several years (in October) GAR has held a British Flyers Remembrance Ceremony to
commemorate 15 British pilots killed in training accidents. The 2016 British Flyers event
coincided with the early planning of the CWMPP.
For CWMPP, Nancy Bro, GAR site manager, planned a mini British Flyers commemoration event
for school children. Twenty-five middle school students attend the event on November 10,
2016. They read out the pilots’ names and their epitaphs, and placed silk poppies on the
gravestones. In addition, the students recited the poem “High Flight”, a boy scout lowered the
British flag and Taps was played. Media coverage of the event included a story in the Miami
News Record.
The event was a success. Nancy and her staff are planning to combine the larger British Flyers
event with several smaller events for school children in the fall of 2017.

“Anytime we can pass this legacy, this history, on to our young, it is very important.” – Nancy
Bro, local organizer
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Assessment by Project Manager (Karen Charlebois)
Despite a short time frame for planning and some site specific challenges the five reporting site
managers assessed their CWMPP event or project as successful and they are interested in
making commemoration of the Commonwealth war dead a legacy event. These sites are:


Union, Calgary, AB



Beechwood, Ottawa, ON



Prospect, Toronto, ON



Fernhill, Saint John, NB



Grand Army of the Republic (GAR), Miami, OK

The success of the individual site commemorations was due to the commitment of the site
managers. Their enthusiasm and willingness to participate in the project was evident in the
outcome.
As CWMPP moves forward it is important to be conscious of, and make allowances for, the
impact on site staff and cemetery operations. For there to be buy-in from future participants,
the CWMPP manager must be sensitive to this reality, especially when a site does not have a
staff member dedicated to event/commemoration planning.
The impact on site staffing and cemetery operations can be mitigated through:


The preparation of several ‘turn-key’ commemoration plans that can be provided to site
managers to assist in commemoration planning. An example of this could be a plan for
cleaning grave markers that would include a list of cleaning supplies, step by step
instructions for cleaning a grave marker and suggested community group contacts.



An honorarium that would adequately cover site commemoration expenses.



Planning lead time of three to four months. This is especially important for sites
planning events that involve school children. Schools require adequate time to arrange
transportation and parental permission for field trips.
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Conclusion: Summary of Project Recommendations
To conclude, this section presents all of the recommendations found in this report.
Recommendations for recruitment of local coordination:


Approach potential ‘champion organizations’ a minimum of four months prior to the
delivery date of commemoration events.



Provide detailed information on the specifics of organizing a commemoration (obtaining
approvals, contacting community groups and media, and guidelines for certain activities
such as cleaning).



For communities without a champion at the municipal level, identify an individual or
organization to lead the local project.



Provide a one-time honorarium or donation to the local organization as an incentive.



Survey all potential future CWMPP sites for information about the types of
commemorations that are already occurring.

Recommendations for future webpage:


Future webpage design needs to encourage community level participation and
engagement by site managers.



Assess the possibility of including learning modules regarding issues, trends and
approaches to commemoration.

Recommendations for planning process:


Sites require at least three months for adequate planning. This is especially important
for communication with schools and community groups.



Prepare several ‘turn-key’ commemoration plans (for example, cleaning grave markers
and school visits) for sites that have little experience with commemoration.



Site managers require a complete media release three weeks prior to their scheduled
event.
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Appendix 1: Commemoration Plan Template
Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project
Commemoration Plan
We realize that many of you have years of experience organizing these kinds of events. Filling out this
template will serve two purposes: first, it will hopefully be helpful to you or your local partner organization;
second, it will provide some further information to us in terms of the planning steps and approaches you
take. We don’t expect you to fill it out right away. Instead, it will hopefully help as a working document for
the weeks leading up to the commemoration.
Please post a draft in the journal log (project website) every two weeks along with any questions for us.
Kind regards,
Geoffrey Bird and Karen Charlebois (karen.charlebois@royalroads.ca)
Date for this version of plan:

Organization:

Lead person and phone #:

Email address:

Community/city:

Location for commemoration:

Commemoration title:

Date and time of commemoration:
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Description of Commemoration

Research needs (regarding any specific war graves at the cemetery, or themes)
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Attendees and invited guests?

Anticipated number of attendees?
Who do you wish to attend the commemoration and how can they be contacted?
Who do you wish to attend?

How to reach them (and when?)
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Planning leading up to the commemoration

Activity

Date completed
by

Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project – North America

Notes
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Timing for commemoration

Description

Timing

Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project – North America
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Media plan to promote attendance at the commemoration

(see also Media Plan templated provided on website)
Activity

Date completed
by

Commonwealth War Memory Pilot Project – North America
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Handouts for the commemoration (if any)

Ideas for collecting feedback after the commemoration

War Heritage Research Initiative |
Initiative de recherche du patrimoine de la guerre
warheritage.royalroads.ca
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Appendix 2: Media Release Template

For immediate release
November X, 2016

Commonwealth War Memory Project piloted in six communities across North America

[Insert name of community] - What are the stories of the 19,000 Commonwealth war dead from the
First and Second World Wars buried in cemeteries across Canada and the United States?

The Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC) works to ensure these men and women and their
stories will never be forgotten. Royal Roads University has partnered with the CWGC and Valour Canada
to pilot the Commonwealth War Memory Project in one American and five Canadian communities to
further honour and remember those who lost their lives.
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Marking the 100th anniversary of the First World War and the 75th anniversary of the Second World
War, this pilot project invites communities to explore local CWGC sites to learn about war graves and
the stories of the brave men and women through commemorative events and special projects.

[Insert local site and event or commemoration details and information]

Time:
Date:
Location:
Details: Parking, refreshments, etc.

The Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC) commemorates the 1.7 million Commonwealth
servicemen and women who died during the two world wars. It also holds and updates an extensive and
accessible records archive.

The Commission operates in more than 23,000 locations in more than 150 countries.

Get to know the Commonwealth War Graves Commission:
Read: http://www.cwgc.org/
Follow: https://twitter.com/CWGC
Like: https://www.facebook.com/commonwealthwargravescommission
Watch: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuyv7WCJv_NYL04eKG3oyVA
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Royal Roads University, a public university established in 1995, offers a progressive model of postsecondary education, delivering applied and professional programs through the faculties of
management and social and applied sciences. This pilot project comes under the War Heritage Research
Initiative aimed at profiling this important heritage to Canadians.

The mission of Valour Canada is to connect Canadians to their military heritage.

Website: http://valourcanada.ca/
Email: contact@valourcanada.ca
https://twitter.com/valourcanada

30-

For media queries, contact:

Insert local contact information.

Geoffrey Bird, Director
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War Heritage Research Initiative Lead
Royal Roads University
250-391-2600 ext. 4179
Geoff.2Bird@royalroads.ca
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Initiative de recherche du patrimoine de la guerre
warheritage.royalroads.ca
@WarHeritageCAN
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